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Preface

J
This document represents a philosophy and structure for developmental\,

,

' '
-

competency -based education as'webeiieve it shoulddeveloR in Unive;sity g' lege.
L

.

,. .

The program which will be erected on this basis will set as its goal the esta ish-

ment in students of competencies in the methods of acquiring, p ducing, and

'.- using knowledge in the hulanities, social sciences, and natural ac ences.

fnabling the student to actualize his or her ideas, values, and'khowledge in

behavior and actions,is a major principle underlying the entire program. ' The

program will attempt to foster.the student's independence through a carefully

structured sequence of educational experiences which lead to demonstrafable

competencies, visible both to the'student and others. We, believe the prdtras

based on these objectives and principles will proiride an effective meads for:

(1) meeting the need of students with competencies inadequate to puisue
"

4

'traditional college' work; (2) providing a skill -based rational for inter-. -

/ ,
.

. disciplinary studies:. 6) renfov[ng the 'stigma now attached to T.:remedial',
. V

education by providinga smoothransistion from basic through general and
.

advanced studies, a contiaMum based on skill development; and (4) responsibly

addresses the needs justly createdby the demand for equal opportunity in

education.

7

We wish to thank all those in University College who have:made it possible

for us to begin this task, and to express our indebtedness to all those, both

. .4 within and outside the College,.who have helped us in defining and.designing

(

our program.
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DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATION AND THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE:

A COMPETENCY-BASED APPRO ACH TO HIGHER EDUCATION

A. What is Developmental Education?
a

. , .

..,
.

'Developmental educationdi learning that enables the individual to .

t
,

.
. ,..

. _

develop the range of human abilities requisite for adequate and innovative

performance in human culture. DevelOpmental education seeks to identify

t

the stages of human growth and the ability levels consonant to a stage of

.

..

.

Pdgrowth; it seeks tb creatd educational treatments that will nourish.-a stage

of growth and the abilities Which. are present in that stage.
,

Even an infadt is engged in the acquisition, productiOn, and' utilization

of knowledge: one of the 'major- cothcernsof developmental education, from

infant education through collegp 'education to professionally advanced education

is the development of the.skills.of
knowledge)Xcquisition, production, and. "6

utilization. The range of human skills in the pursuit, creation, and use of

knowledge are fundamental to'compefent life in the world.

.'

(
The competent person is -tile pdrson who is able to direct and effectively

0
operate his full range Of abilities. Competency in the governing of a personal

life, which includes responsibility towards others and the society in which

one lives, has become increasingly a. goal of education in Western culture.

It was not always so: Immanuel Kant-was one of the first thinkers in Western

culture to state that h'uman competency for everyone was the prime goal of

human development. Not until the latter part of the 18th 'century was this
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goal clearly articulated. Immanuel Kant knew why the idea of human competence
4

came so late in Western civilization: ti

" .The step to'competence is held to be dangerous by the far'
grtater portion of mankind (and by the entire fair sex)--quite
apart'from its being arduous--because of the resistance of those=
who have power over the people.

Competency requires a base of equaropportunity and the other principled

and sanctions of freedom which began to be articulated in America at the time

of Kant, but which has had to *aft the late 20th century to really emerge as

4 a fact as well as a body of principles.

Kant felt that Enlightenment itself was competency:,,khe ability to use

cate's knowledge and abilities to direct one's steps in life. Yet, Kant was ,

>0

well aware how few persons allowed themselves to.realize their full potential

,

because of the habitualities of culture that made persons lean onthe direct

_ Ition of another:

t
. Enlightenment is man's release from his self-incurred tutelage.
_Tutelage is man's inability'to make use of his understanding without
direction from'another. Self-incurred is this tutelage when its cause
lies not in lack of reason but in lack of resolution and courage to

;use it without direction from another. Sapeie aude! . "Have courage
to use your own reason!"--that is the motto of enlightenmentVl,

Laziness and cowardice are the reasons why so great a-portion
of mankind, after nature has long since discharged them from external
direction, nevertheless remains under lifelong tutelage,'add why it-
is so easy for others to set themselves up as their guardians. It
is so easy not to be of, age. If I have a book which understands for
me, a pastor whohas a conscience-for me, a physician who decides my
diet, and so faith, I need not trouble myself. I need' not think,
if I can only payothers will readily undertake the irksome work
for me.

Even today these norms of relying on the experts to pl oureveryday

realities are prevalent. Even today developmental educatior,Ohich seeks to
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actualize the many human abilitits of thought, emotional control, physical

texterity,poral vigor, mid social leadership, is but a small part of the
fit

educational system which still feels that some should be schooled in the

mind to be white collar workers and some in their physical prowess to be

blue collar workers. We still do battle with those who think that some

people are born Alphas and some Epsilons, and that a few are born to super-

intend the whole.
I

We no longer live in a society that accepts class, raid for ethnic

distinction \1 within the marketplace of opportunity, yetour dduCatiohal methods

7
and goals still reflect an inability to provide adequate education for the

competencies required in realizing freely chosen personal and, social goals.

Educating for interpersonal and social skills which enable cooperative projects

and an empathy which assures a respect for individual worth and equal opportu-

nity is but a small concern in the curricula of elementary, secondary, and

higher education. Educating for the affective and ethical-aal skills which'

enable the person to' develop a strong, flexible identity, and articulated

values ihich can serve for lifelong freedom of cfloice.and action, is of grow-
-

. ing concern to educators, but still not a core of curriculum.

The tasks confronting developmental education are enormous would it

fulfill its cultural mission. It must review human activity and deterdine

the major domains of human ability with an accuracy which will allow treat-
/

ment and assessment of the skills. It must create diagnoses and treatqpnts
v :

%kof skill needs from the nursery age throu h professional maturity would it
. ----

realize its goal of putting American educational programs ins competency-
.

based system. A.competencr-based system of education ts, however, the only

educationalsystem which ean move America towards meeting .the social-political

realities required by an equality of opportunity that really works.
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We do not all start in the same place culturally in the modern democratic

world of hwerica. Some groups of individuals have been favored with more of

an opportunity for the development of human abilities requisite for healthy

individuation: The poor of America, the cultura1ly disadvantaged, the crowded.

populations who have been raised in urban blight, 'these people often need

developmental remediation in human abilities skewed or stunted by the- pressure

and neglect of social conditions and educational settings. Developmental

education seeks to identify the majoti-kinds ot human,skills, and the levels of

adequate perfortnAce for certain ages, so as to be alle to prqseribe educational

treatments that can correct and compensate dimensions of human ability that are

suffering from neglect.

Yet developmental education- -the development of the whole range of human

abilities requisite to a balanced realization of full human potential--is not

only-for the "deprived" and the "disagantaged".of minority students. The

' majority of American middle and uppe, classes, too, have suffered in their

skill development because of the lack of interpersonal, social,-affective,

and ethical-moral skill growth. The majority culture has not educated individuals
A

in the skills for cooperative and social'clompetence. Few Americans have the

balanced skill range which can cope with the exigencies of a.political-social

Iorld that demands accurate empathy, ability to create policies and projects

for multi-ethnic populations, and to care actively for the daily interdependent

realities of an urban culture. We can no longer socialize with only our own

economic class or ethnic fellow's to avoid realizing the personal skill deficiencies

that result from our educational system.

All of usneed special attention to tfie development of the full range of

human competencies necessary for balanced individuation and *interdependent
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lder. Careful curriculum planning.

from nursery sdhool through higher education for the coming. generations. Compe-

. tency is demanded of each of us today. Wetest find solutions which integrate .

people,.places, and things: each one of us rust enable this integration to

occur. This illrequire the intellectual, aeional,, interpersonal, social

moralrethical, and physical skills of each d

as possible.

.

of us operating as effectively

°

Thus, developmental education is highly interested in social-political

realities of an .urban world. The earliest t inkers.in develoPmenfal edtication,

such as John Dewey, spoke for the developmen of competencies in'interpersonal

relations,, inquiry skills, and leadership sk7ylls which might enable an effective-
.

equality in America's population. Interdepeldent demands of the city and the

technological age in general were uppermost in the competency-based learning

designs created by American developmentalists.,

The developmentalists, thus, are pragmatic. When John Dewey looked at

the purpose of education, he saw that individuals must learn how to apply know,-
0

ledge to solve problems. Developmental educations includes the goals for

educating persons into.the many abilities needed for acquiring, producing, and

utilizing.knowledge. liewey's efforts to identify the procedures basic to the

acquisition, production, and utilization of knowledge, his concern with integrat-.

ing these procedures into a person's life with care for individuality,, and his

insistence that ail human ability development enable a person to form effective

solutions to life's problems set the tone for later movements within develop-

mental education.

Since bewey, educators'and psydhologists have focused in increasing

numbers upon the problems of identification of the spectrum of human abilities

4 0
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0
that underlie human performance in'the.world, and the besl wos'in which to

..,
,

.
,

develop these OoMpetencies In the person. Public education increasingly relies ,

on thecriteria0;and methods -Provided by developmentalfsts in their attempt to

adequntely\educate towards effective, responsive citizenship.

. .

Researchers such as Jean Piaget, Eric Erickson, Jane'Loevinger; A. Gesell,
.

Benjamin-Bloom, Louis Kratwohol,Louis Raits,-Robert Havighurst, Lawrence Kohlberg,,

.Ahita Simon, Russell Hill', David McClelland, 1:11.1tonMeux,....Margaret Mead, pd.

.

many other prominent persons in sociology, educationat l psychology, anthropology,
4

ethnology, an many other fields, have enriched developmental education by
. ,i

exploring- the-stages of human growth, the domains of human ability, and, either
0 .

have indicated principles. r developed treatmentefor furthering skill develop-
'

ment in each domain of human, ability for every major period-of maturation.

*Six major, domains of human ability have recurred in the thinking and

research of those involved in developmental education--those areas of human

^-,

ability which can be treated insn educational setting: cognitive abilities,

affective abilities, interpersonal atillities,,,social abilities, mofal- ethical

(value actualization) abilities,, and psycho-motor abilities. These six domains

are integrated to some degree in every human action. Learning to live in'the

society means learning to integrate these six human ability domains into reblionses

to%belf needs and the needs of Others. We teach persons procedures at every

level of maturation which enable an integration of these six domains for

specific cultural purposes.- Coping with the upkeep of one's house or solving

a pollution problem, participating:in S student government or running a small,

hardware'st'ore: taking a mathematics test or giving someone directions to the

14xt town, all of these many, acts involve socially learned procedures which-
4

integrate the six domains of human ability into one human response.

p.
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Below are shoit definitions of these six domains of human abilities.

Under each domain ip included examples of procedures which organize the

abilities primarily identified with thit domain into effective human responses.

-.The Si* Human Ability Domains

1, Cognitive abilities:. the mental operatiOhs, which include memory, awareness,

perception, comprehension, reasoning, introspection, imagination, judgement;

and reflection.

ti

Selected cognitive piocedures: methods of reasoning, such as analogy and

syllogism; methods of judgement, based upon analysis and inference; methods of

'comprehension, such as extrapolation,.translatioar and interpretation; methods

of introspection, such as a causal analysis,c1 events or identity_formulation

by. logical criteria.

2. Affective abilities: ability to express,, identifye and govern one's own

emotions, and the abilitSr)to relate to the emotional life of another with

accurate empathy (which includes the ability to identify and .support the emotional

expression of others).

Selected affective procedures: methods for observing and-categorizing

emotional fluk into identifiable elements; methods fcr maintaining contact with

an emotion; methods .for predicting actions in others based ow:accurate empathic

understanding.
P

3. Interpersonal abilities: communication and participational abilities which

establish interaction, mutual understanding; and cooperation with others.

,

et.
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Selected interpersonal procedures: methods for listening and recording

f
information from others; methods for determining optimum synergy in cooperative

activity; method for detevMining a common language for team creativity.

cSocial abilities: communication and participational abilities in association

with others which establish interaction and cooperative activities,thit satisfy
k

personal and public goals.

Selected social procedures: methods for leading groups in the id

ition,ofgoals and the organization of labor; methods for project pli

.

mpngement; methods for initiating,facilitating, and maintaing project torts

among a group.

-5: Moral-ethical (value actualization) abilities: abilities which enable a,

*person to determine a right or wrong personal action or poiition. Abilities

which enable the person to identify interests and values,dapide their actuali-

_zation in the everyday environment, and sustain project based upon the values.,

and interests:

Art
The ability to maintain a strong, flexible personal identity Which will

0

enable a Person to recognize personal strengths id daily activity and maintain

a continutity of identity and personal effectiveness are included in this domain.'

Selected moral-ethical(Value actualization) procedures: methods for

identifying valties in one's life world;.methods for determining the criteria

upon which one forms a personal identity; methods for determining the congruence

4betweell personal values and their actualization in everyday activities.

, . .

' 6. Psycho -motor abilities: fire-motOr and locomotor skills, such as those

ti .

.developed in fine arts and dance.
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Selected ps en-motor-procedures: Procedures in physical-me nal-divelop-

( ment-which further relaxation in the,midat of pressure situations, which

further accuxate empathic respqnse to physical cues of others, and which

further a continual contact and ability to respond appropriately to one's

'41411bodflyneeds. dp a

I
How Hurries are Exercisedand Identified

in Purposive Activity

The' task in contemporary education at every school level is to develop

educational treatments which will further,skil-1 growth in each of these six '

domains of human ability. None of these ,six domains , however, isexpressed

by itself in human behavior.

Every human act isan integration of cognitive, affective, social,; inter-:

personal, ethical-moral, and psychtmotOr abilities. Every act, a combination

19fle six ability domains, is unified in its articulation in the world.

A single action has its worldly intention and coherence based on the sequence of

acts in which the one act occurs. This is a condition of life in time., A sequence

of human acts organized for human purpose is called a prpcedure when it is con-

.

sciously used for effecting its purpose. Developmental education is concerned

withoidentifiable expressions of human ability. Procedures have duration in

time-and,usually, a purpose that can be defined. Thus, procedures are more

visible, identifiable, an measurable in their occurrence in the world than
tk.

the isolated moment of the expressioA of a human ability. The expression of

'a particular domain of ability can be seen ill 2 procedure which is weighted

heavily with the abilities from that domain: for exam e,.in studying the

cognitive abilities of a person, viewing the,procedure of comparing one thing
. A

to another willenable an identification of the person's reasoning ability;
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in studying the affective abilities of e. person, observing the procedure the

person,uses.in identifying and governing emotional expression will indicate

his ability in this domain. The procedures by which a person interacts with

his environment, that is, the act sequences by which he moves in time to effect

his Purposes, are the evidence the educator has to determine the range and

-degree-of human abilities on hend for the individual studied.

The,investigation of hen ability in,school settings is directed to

those procedures which are used in the pursuit of knowledge and personal develop-

went.

Identifying the procedures of knowledge acquisition, production and

utilization which organize and integrate the human abilities of ChelcognitiVe,

affective,,interpersonal, socfal, ethichl-moral, and psycho-motor domains into

balanced, effective methods-for accomplishing human ends has always been, the

prime purpose of education. Developmental education has only clarified and

sharpened the concern of education with the procedures involvedbin the acts

of knowledge. In nursery, elementary, secondary, and college educational

situations, effective procedures in conducting inquiry and discovery, and utilizing
1

know,ledge'are being deNroped by educators informed by developtental educational

criteria. The grqwth of human ability is furthered in this attention to procedural

development.

Persons are schooled in the procedures of dealing.with the world, self, and

others,_prdcedures which permit a full range of human abil6ies to flourish.

Individuation is,the unfolding of human abilittirrough procedural development.

The acquialtion of information and ideas in any field'is not sole end

of education in a system informed by developmental education4b co g 'learned

lumber! as the,Englishman Bolingbroke expressed the narrow goals of higher

15 ),
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education in his time); rather; information and ideas are best learned within

_ 4
a field in conjunction with the metriodS by which'the information and ideas can

be utilized in the Operational reality of the individual.

The acquisition of knowledge in any field must be complemented by knowledge

production And knowledge Utilization would a human life be fully expressed and

developed. The "procedural dimensions:' of knowledge acquisition, 1:roduction,

and utilization include the "material' of information and ideas id any field,

as well as every method whereby information and ideas are processed by the

individual, integrated into his personal life, and in his relation to the world.
k'

The concept of ."procedural dimension" allows one to see the many methods

whereby know4dge in any area is processed as that which is acquire4 used as

bases for personal production of ideas and procedures, and utilized in the course'

one's life in the world. Teaching towards competency in the, essential procedural

dimensions of knowledge highlights the methods which every discipline employs, in

one systematic form or another, of acquiridg, producing, and utilizing its ideas.,

and information.

The acquisition of knowledge in,the Sodial Sciences, Humanities, or Natural

Sciences includes procedurs Which are common to each of these major divisions

.

,. .
of human knowledge, Acquiring knowledge involves the methods of inquiry developed

by the human specieslover its history o; experienQe in the world. The human

make-up of abilities and faculties has determined'Alhe essential elements of the

acquisition stage of knowledge,development; man uses language to frame questions,

man uses his senses and motility in the conduct of inquiry to establish facts,

map has a memory and other store houses of information which-provide a,background
, .

of knowledge acquisition which are part of every domain of science. The list
.

)
c
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e

*
.

.of acqu isitimodethods on the followidg Page can be seen a belonging to anS,

r- .

adequate education in the1atufal Sciences, Humanities, or Social Sciences.

These methods of knowledge acquisition are the backbone o a developmental

education within the discipline in which they are practiCed..

'

. A

:The-production of knowledge in the major scientific'fields, which includes

Humanities; involves again, thdse methods which mankind,has.develOped-tosuit

, 4
his organic Makeup and the conditions of life on earth. Man,tust be able ,to

.

ean.individual set of cognitive and physical tools in any personal sesta_

for the solution to a problem and in the establishment of aliolution ti;"a problem.
%

Man must learn to translate information abo things which he &s lea d from'

, 4
other? into viable tools and procedures whichbenable him to conduct his search

.. \ .
.

in his immediate surroundings. Morever, whAtever he discovers' is evidence or
..

fact only to him until he is able to communicate his results to another in a
, . T

form that is It only con'incing, but Capable of being demonstrated yet again

to a third party. Objectivity, replicability, cultural uti all'depend

upon an/individual learning how to package and communicate the facts established

in a p rsonal search. The truths involved-in the human act of producing know-,

-
#

ledge net
0%.

known before are part of the human condition.. The imperatives involved.

in know lelike-production,pnd the methods individual's have developed in culture

to establish knowledge and production, as'in knowledge acquisition, rely on'the

nature of the human mind, the human senses, and the contingencies of human

motility and life in the world. The of production methods below may

not exhaust the particular methods-in discipline or field, but they suggest

th'e many considerations developmental education brings to the human conduct of
4.

knowledge production.

17
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The utilization of knowledge in iheSocial.Sciences, Humanities, and

Natural.Scfences varies-according to the cultural state of the world in the

given epoch. Some fields of knowledge go about making discoveries and-ire

not called upon by the social world to contribute with their knowledge to

effecting.improvement in the society. I suspect that qf we talk about,

- individual investigators in any ,field, we will see that everykperson its

to make use of his discoveries, and thit this has been.true in every epoc-hi

Some men never learn how to implement what they discover In cultural applica-

tion that works. The survey beim.) of utilization methods by which knowledge

'can)be implemented for Cultural gaff is a list of methods which are gele vant

*

to the sciences in every discipline. The methods are required, again] because

of the ri4ure of the fiuman being and the conditions of life in the world.

/Certain bases must be touched in any attempt by a science'to implement its

discoveries in existing cultural systems. Certain skills must be learned by

an 'individual if he would effect his discovery in actual use among the on-

going Operations of his fellows.

Acquisition

Acquiring existing infdrmation information:

- -learning sources for rOlsearch in the field .

4
--learning vocabulary of the field

--learning principle investigators within the field

- -learning key ideas within the fields

ti

ti
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(Acquisition Cont.)

- rni isteX of id4s, s es ?onresearch,t-prihaple_ sigators\ih-the,field.

--learning the parameters of the field historically & presen ly

--learning the forms and styles in which hypotheses, theories,
7nd laws are'expressed in the field.

/

Adquf, ng the Methods for individual search in the field; 1,

4

- -learbing the existing perspectives and approaches for
IpteVeloping facts in the field

--lgarning the forms for articulating problems, hypot
. theories, and laws appropriate for one's area of res

1--) --learning how to establish a scope of search

- -reviewing personal assumptions and search criteria

-- learning
, sq.

eValuation methods relevant to search" '\

-1learning the methods of data collection, classificAtion;
and other organizational modes adequate for actual investigation.

Aoquiping the methodof knowledge application and communication
.(utilization):

, --learning how ideas, theories,-and laws in the field have
been historically used in cultural projects

--learning the current methodological utility of ideas, theorises,

andlaws in the field to present cultural problems

.01

- -reviewing the interdisciplinaty cooperation of the field with
other fields in culttir. projects in terms of ideas, methods,
and -teFhnologies-

,

.,
-..

. i

--isolating toold (methods of inquiry, methods to effect changes,
methods to establish purposes) of the discipline which can b,,-...
used inApultural projects

. \
- -learning the customary formats of coLnication used by the

field.
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Production

Producingthematic,organization for focusing individual search
in a field

- -learning to tdentify thematic interests in a field

MP

earning to articulate problem statements which will guide and
facilitate personal search

--learning how to construct hypotheses which may be evaluated

--learning how to select existing methods of inquiry and data
collection, and how to plan an augmentationrand innovation'
in the conduct of inquiry and, data collection to accomodate
personal search problems ,

-f

- -learning the existing criteria in the field for vaIld and
reliable experimentation.

Producing'methods appropriate for the conduct'of an individual search:

- -Practicing the psycho-physical steps in the conduct of experimentation

,practicing the application of data
and other criteria in the midst of

-learning the models in one's field
expression of laws .

collection categories, measures
experimTtation

for theory development and the

- -practicing theory development on the.basisof verified-*pofheses

Producing personal methods of knowledge application and communication
(utilization):

..../`-. :
--Practicing the written and oral communication of facts, hypotheses,

theories, and laws in one's field.

el?--Develop4a genre of exr
communicating one's ar

-Practicing demonstration
fields

ion appropriate and effective
of search and discover}w

tellayme 'and professionals in various

dentifying areas of culture (people, technology, institutional
o ganization) which might benefit from knowledge of the facts or (
application,of the procedures in your discovery

- - Refining. problem statements and applications of your discoveries
adequate for solving the problem statements

- -Developing plans for implementing solutions in the environment
that you wish to affect.

20



Utilization

Acquiring the eftablished methods and history of cultursi implementation
of-the diseoveries of thb field, and the forms in which knowledge in the
field has been ammunicated:

-- survey of the field's historof technologils and its applications

.04%. -

- -survey of the individual scientists in the field in terms of their
method and style of cordounicating and demonstrating discoveries.

PrdduCing.culturally useful tools and applications based on the discoveries
of ydur search:

--Learning
in pilot

--learning

adapting

to develop tools and applications of experimental discoveries
tests and extensitfield.tests.

t

the group dynamics and interpersonal_ skills requisite for
personal discoveries to existing systems

- -Developing the training,methods required for, schooling others
in the use of your tools and knowledge.

Utilizing your discovery in cultural projects and on-going institutions:

- -Developing a moeitoring systelWfor identifying the career of your.
discovery (tool, procedure, conduct) in its usailh the project or
institution

--DeWeloping a modification system for reestablishing the integrity
or modifying the integrity of your discovery in its use in the
project or institution

--establishing an informational system by which others who use-your
discovery can inform you of its utility in a language that allows
you to refine the existing discovery to meet new problems.

')

A
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B. Jaompetency-Based'Education: Educating forSkills in the Discipline

Every discipline in our framework of Cultural drts and aciences has

procedures, such as t4se,listed above,' which Organize human abilities in

a manner that-will allow for knowledge acquisition, production, and utilize-

,

tion. The procedures of a discipline in Art, Phi sophy, Phynics, or Zoology. ,,

express human abilities when a person actualizes the procedure -for some purpose

in his environment. However, many procedures,of inquiry and resolution which

t,

-are identified with specific disciplines are so encrusted with special terms

and narrow usages that the geleric human abilities which underlie them are

lost to consciousness. Rote ritual ensures rather than a flexible pursuit

of human knowledge and accbmplishment.

Every procedure in a discipline should be taught in a manner that enables
go

the learner to see how the function of that' procedure exists in the methodologies

of other disciplines. Helping the student to learn procedures which can be

used i several fields clarifies the universal significance of inquiry and

experimental methods. Individuals learn that the methods of the sciences are

similar in every discipline because of the conditions of the human search in -

the world.

A procedtire becomes a skill when it is a conscious, flexible tool for

conducting the basic operations'involved in the acquisition, production, and

utilization of knowledge.' A skill is a procedure which.orginizes human abilities

in an effective manner for life in the world. Developmental education seeksrto

identify the skills required for effeCtive life in professional and non-professional

settings, and the skill levels adequate for functioning at certain tasks _ill the
'e

various life stages. Developmental education is concerned with the broad Tange

of'human abilities which are expressed in every particular skill.
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Cowetency-based education is teachini thlt4seeks to identify the skills

required by a discipline, sets performance objectives in those skills to be

demonstrated by the student, and provides learning and demonstration opportunities=

in which the skills can be acquired and'exercised. Let us look at,the skills of

histo!tcal judgement which might'Ve the competency objectives of an introductory

history course. Below is a} problei given to students in the history course:

Determine to your best knowledge why Abraham Lincoln became a lawyer! In resolving

this historical problem many -skills will be used by -the student. He will get

help from his instructor in the development and exercise of the procedures he

must employ in solving the problem. The procedures he uses will be perceived

as skills as he learns how their function in the acquisition, production, or

utilization of kriowledge occurs, in other fields.

Below is an outline A the skills of historical judgement which a student

would use in answering the problem of Lincoln's motives in becoming,a lawyer.

These skills will be viewed in three categories: as skills (that is, clarified

procedures which can beextrapolated from the problem and used in other, historical

and non-histori problem-solving; as clarified procedures which can be recognized

in.other'disciplines); as procedures which are expressed in terms of the materials

and acts. which make-them up; and as human abilities which underlie them.

Problem: Determine Why Abraham Lincoln Became a Lawyer

Sequential List of Skills/Procedures/Human Abilities

Skill

1NLocate information

sources to explore the
field to which problem
beloffgp:

(Acquisition skill)
i

41

$

Procedure

1. Locate primary and
secondary materials on
Lincoln!s life.

.4

Human Abilities
(Selected)

1. Cognitive: making
judgements about sources

recognition of
relevant materials.
PsycliO-physical; trans-
lation of mental mapping
to intentional action.

(The search process)



Skill

2. Learning,information-
in.field to which the
problem belongs, and
integrating the data
into comparative systems
orknoinedge:

(Acquisition and
production skills)

a.-and b. and C.
Developing-a semantical

and snytactical range of
persons, places, and things
which will identify and
order.theelements of the
problem,..and 'serve as the

elements of the problem's
solution.

3." Searching for trends
in the data which will
delimit the scoie of the
problem (within the known
range), which will pro-

-.vide the elements for
a hypothesis of solution.

(Production skill)

4: Analogical construc-
tion of time-space plausa-
bilities which correspond
to personal notions of
reality.

(Production skill)

Vrocedure

Studying Lincoln's
career as depicted in the
primary and secondary
materials.

a. Acquiring familiarity
with persons in Lincoln's
life prior to his becoming
a lawyer. `

b. Acquiring familiarity
with Lincoln's interests,
values, and projects prior
td his becoming a lawyer.

c. Acquiring familiarity
with geography, demography,
and economicJpolitical-
social facts of Lincoln's
time prior to his becoming.
a lawyer.

3. Determining the skills,
values, and interests which
may be the critical factors
in Lincoln's decision to
beCome a lawyer.

4. Picturing Lincoln in
various situations with
varying interests, values,
and intents._

25
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Human Abilities

2. Cognitive:
, reflection-
convergent thinking
imagination

a. Establishing temporal-
.

spatial continuum of Lin-
coln's relationships.

b. Establishing temporal-
spatial continuum of Lip-
coin's person in life.

c, Establishing temporal -
spatial continuum of Lin-
coln's time.

3. Cognitive:
judgement
divergent

thinking
focused

imagination

4. Cognitive:
judgement
empathic

prediction
focused
imagination

divergent
thinking

r
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A
Skill Procedure '

5. Critical review
. of analO4Tc,al plausa-

bilitiesAased on
analysii3Of personal
biased which may mre.
falsified the con-
structs.

(Production skill)

6. Establish hypotheses
which can serve as a
solution to the problem.

'(Production skill)

7. Verify the actuality
' of the hypothesis.

(Production skill)

a

t

5. Review of plausability
of Lincoln scenarios baged
on analysigof personal
biases which may have dis-
torted analogies.

v:A
6., Determine a set of
reasons which include Lincoln's
interests, skills,,and values,
and, the human andaaterial
settings in whIckLihcoin lived,
which may explain"Lincoln's
choice to become a lawyer.

Human Abilities

5.. Cognitive: r.

Analysis'
Comparison.

Empathic:-

prediction

6: Cognitive:

Judgement
Syntheais
Inference.

Empathic
prediction

7. _Predict events in Lincoln's 7.

life after higyibecOming a lawyer
which can be inferred from the
hypothetical construct of his
skills,' interests, disposition,''
and manner of life decision.

Affective:
identification

.

Cognitive:

Dedtk

Empaeh c
prediciiou

.

(By the way: The hypothesis I folded to answer the problem was

that Lincoln's facility in communicating person to person data

he had interpreted and organized into convincing stories, an art

he practiced best under stress situations, led to his choice of

being a trial rawyer, given the vocational opportunities of his

day.

The hypothesis seems to hold.)

2C
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chotomy of skill, procedure, ability cluster serves to elop

competency -based instruction-in every disciplind Performance objectives can
f

be sought in students. Teacherncan develop curricula which demonstrates proce-

cures essential to kneWedge acqUisition, production, and utilization while

generalizing the skills to other fields. Special activi iescan be developed

forlIfurthtring the complex of human abilities which and rlie specific skills/.

procedures.

'Such a program of 'studies is ideal for remedial (basic), general education,

and advanced levels *f college studies which have an end of developing a

competent person in life. Moreover, a college that seeks to create an inter-

disciplinary study than the methodologies of knowledge acquisition, production,-
0

and utilization which can be compared and contrasted in the several fields.

Information and ideas are not excluded; information and-ideas become t9pls in

themselves fop-applying the knowledge of the field (1S) in pursuit of personal

interests, exploration and problem-solving.

A competency-based prograi of studies, which follows the trichotomy of

skills- procedures - abilities can inform the Itudent of a personal profile of

skills-which can become a life-long identity factor. The'entering fiestiman

can use this skill profile to plan a future program of studies, comparing his

profile to the trichotomy of competdhcies which areincluded in each course

.(such an inventory of existing course ampetencies will be prepared). The

student who needs remedial help can do. so in a program of competency development

which makes his'skill needs.an inteal part of his future growth, thus, resolving

the stigma naw aetached to'femedial education. Remedial development, without

the,continuationof competency7based learning on general Vacation and advanced

levels is &road going to nowhefe.

4

ii
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The freshman and sophomore who perform at general educatiomeagcan

gr8Und himself in competency-based studies which give him threshhold skills in'

the Natural, Sciences, Social Sciences, and Humanities. The procedural competencies N

in these major areas of learning are then used in more and more complex Combine-

Clovis, with content area. specialization, as the student moves beyond the General

Education requirements to advanced studies. Acompetency-based program over

four years of-a college education can enable the type of individual research

and experimentatiamdbinttressed by a broad range of procedural tools drawn from

the Social Sciences, Natural' Sciences, and Humanitie&, which ean transform

thematic interests into an almost prOfessional field. (I am suggesting that

just as medical schools have a five year program which includes college and

/P'

medical school, speeding up the learning process according to course selection

on pragmatic crfMria, a competency-based program can develop research and

"exnerimeial competencies in a shorter time than a normal program of studies in

whidit the procedural competencies ot the discipline are neglected in fa0r of

a cornucopia of courses organized'by theme only.)

The common academic course is not competency4baied, although it almost

always contains many competencies. Subjecf matter and unclarified technical

procedures are traditional objectives-in courses that range from Art History

to Zoology, The trichotomy of skill- procedure- ability, although included In

the activitieS of the course process and content as inevitable prasente given

the human pur§uit of knowledge, nevertheless is neglected as an instructional

objective. The production of student thought in verbal and written forms is

expected; the skills required for thought and creation are assumed, But not

guided in special activities for skill development. Competency-based courses

would seek to have the same output of:student thought and creation, but not only

28
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.

...)

the p oducts will be of importance and assessed for their quality, also, the
o

skills which effect thought and creation will betveloped and assessed for

their quality, also,-the skills which effect thought and creation will be

'developed and assessed for their quality. Life-long learning and creativity
6

requires such nourishment and consciousness of skill development.

The Scope 4 a CompetencylBased Education

in the University.-College

University College has a unique role within the University: to provide,

comprehensive educational program,_ open to all. It should attempt to meet

//'
the developmental educational goals: To educate competent individuals who have

a balanced range of life skills in'th* acquisition, production, and utilization

of knowledge, both information and procedures.

The University College should develop competency-based educational opportunities

at all levels within the educational program. These educational opportunities.

may take several forms:

1 - Skill development laboratories which enable students to

concentrate on basic information and procedures which, can

raise them to basic proficiency levels in the acquisition,

c.

production, and uti4zation-of knowledge demanded by fresh-

man level college courses.

2 - Skill development lAoratories which enable students to

concentrate on information and procedures required to support
41.

the ability for independent study in general education and

advanced courses

4
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3 -'General education and Advanced COOrse-Labs which are

competencl-based within-a discipline.. the student explores*

the procedures anideas gf a discipline accordingto
TT.

specific behavioral objectives.' The course-lab division

permits intensive methodolAggica/ explorntion, which can

4

support future independent inquiry. Such course-labs mnay

exist within the Social Sciences, Natural Sciences, and

Humanities.

4 - Independent Competency-Based Studies leading to degrees

Within\tlig-UniVtrsity College. Student& contract for a

_course of studies which are purstied according to competency-
.

based goals of knowledge acquisition, production, and communica-

tion. This form of stud can be organized around themes and

disciplines of interest to the student,Land developed within

independent projects, laboratory work, and course participation

in which the instructor and the studenr t agree upon performance

objectives.

Basic (Remedial) Development

On the Basic Level of student proficiency, which we define as competencies

in verbal, quantatative, research and study, and communication skills inadequate

for entfy level, to General Education courses, the instruction of students in

competency-based laboratories is the most effective-means for raising skill

levels to required proficiency. Such laboratory lesrning will be of two basic

types: 1) auto-tutorial, programMed instruction in the ineormation -arid basic

procedures of the skill area; 2) Teacher directed classes for small groups

of students in the applications (problem-solving) o information and prdcedures

in the skill afea.

30 . ts



The verbal, quantatative,'research and study, and communication Skills

developed in the Basic Level labs are elementary to the skills which are latef'

grouped under the procedural domains of,knowledge acquisition, production, and
.a

communication at Genera; Educatillaand Advanced St dy levels.

(11

i

General Education Level

4.

Genertl Education courses within the Upiversity College will be requested

to determine competency requirements for entry and exit levels over the span

of information and 'procedures which encompass the methods of knowledge acquisition,

production, and commrunication in that subject. The Developmental Education Center

staff will help teaches with the establishment of competencies in the subject

matter and methods of the particular course across the many procedures which

may be part of that course. Not every teacher thinks of a course in terms of

behavioraLobjectives,or, actual competencies in information or procedure.

The DevelopRental Education Center of University College will run a %areness

sessions and workshops to enable teachers in the Humanities, Social Sciences,

and Natural Sciences to determine entry and exit levels in the competencies of
I ,r. l ,

their course, instruct for competencrdevelopment,in information and procedures '

according to the procedural domains of knowledge acquisition, production, and

. utilization, and to plan courses that may benefit from a course-lab structuri,.

The present theory of General Education courses is to prepare the stu&ent

in competeRciellrequired for Advanced ,work in the Humanities, Social Sciences,

and Nature Sciences. This is a misnomer as now practiced for no actual

competencies are defined in most areas .of Humanities, Social Sciences, and

Natural Sciences. We feel. that an
01

adCurate behavioral determination 'of the

r

iJ
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skills of knowledge acquisition,; production, and utilization will more iciently

and thoroughly opAre student's for the independent thought and study which

should increasingly characterize advanced work in higher education.

General education courses can'be seen as a transition phase in thd use

of the procedures for higher learning, and the gradual peisonality balance

needed for independent studies whose end is exploration of life as well as

preparation for it. Therefore, as a transition phase of studies,and competency

'development, accurate identification and effective instruction of the necessary

'4, information and procedures requisite to higher level studies is the prime goal

(If this educational level. How this identification of competencies is made

and instruction in the competencies is delivered may vary. At this time in

our culture, such; competency -based learning ia,in its experimental years.
4

Several forms of instruction may be effective for competency development
4

at t e General Education level according to preient awareness of the learning

practices of competency-based skill development. One is the use of the'fkill

development laboratory in its auto-instructional, programmed learning units

'4
to develop skills in knowledge acquisition, production, and utilization that

support projects in General Education courses which do not have the time or

syllabus that concentrates on the needed procedures or information. A second

sr,

.form for furthering competency development would be to create course-labs which

introduce the Humanities, Social Sciences, and Natural Sciences as fields of

4'
information and procedure. LBST 101 will function as such an introoction to

the Social Scientes and Humanities. in the future. In such a course-lab the

basic methods for developing informational and procedural competencies which

characterize the several disciplines in these traditional domains of knowledge

s.will be carefully realized. A third form of instruction at the General Education

32
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level may be the problem-solxing lab, run by a teacher, graduate student, or

Senior level student, who le ds small groups of General Education students

in the application oprocedur
y
and information in probelm-solving-modes

relevant to a discipline. Such a laboratory course would be available for the

use of one er several professors who held General Education courses which did.

not concentrate on problem-solving laboratory to aid his students in applied

problems. Credit for such work could be arranged as an additional unit before

course registration or in terms of compensating for other assignments in the

course.
ti

.

A fourth form would be independent study according t a student contract
- . .

S

with an academic counselor, responsible for this program in the4Jniversity College.

instruction in procedures and information basic to the Natural Sciences, Social

Sciences, and Humanities (currently LBST 101, Math 101, and Natural Science 101)

dirted to the essential procedures dnd information which may enable independent

studies it these fields.

Independent studies in General Education will be supported by.advisors who

are professors in the disciplines explored as part of a student's thematic pro-
V"-

gram. This advising will be a part of the.duties of a full professorial load,

which is planned for carrying x number of Independent Studied students. Such a
.

program of Independent Studies at the Gen eral' Education level may be most effective

in an interdisciplinary framework where a theme of interest'to the student.is

pursued over the Humanities, Natural Sciences, and Social Sciences. In fact,

required pursuit over these three domains of a partitular theme, involving several

33
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,disciplines In each broad domain, will thor
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ly school the student for

Advanced Independent Studies which may become more specialized. For example,

Death and Dying may be a thematic area for derelopment in the informational and

procedural competenciesaf Humanities, Social Science, and Natural Science domains.

Human Identity,-as-athematic-dreaTcan be poductively-explored over the three

major domains of our knowledge structure in such informational d procedural

disciplines as Saciliogy, Literature, Biology, Psychiatry, and Lo ic. iThe

4

catalogue of treat Ideas can function over the three domains of knowle ge, as

well as problem statements of the individual in relation-to society and the

environment.

Advanced level P

Present stud for individuals who, progress beyond General Education courses

is gradual specialization in a major field. The language of the field, the

methods of determining facts on nature and man peculiar to the field, and the

peruective inherent to the field, becomd an integral factor in the student's

consciousness of himself and life in the world.

Be it Sociology, Physics, Literature, or Geology, the major area begins to

fir el'
lbe a station of knowledge in which the student's skills and outlook are molded.

Alas, it is at this point of hardening of perspective and definition that a

skill becomes a rigid'procedure which lases its tranlferability to life outside

the discipline. It is at the point where the stUdent identifies with a discipline

that human competency becomes memorized routine in the special methods. traditional

--to- the field.

Jonas Salk can make' contributions in Biology and Education, because he is

able to exercise the methods of knowledge acquisition, production, and utilization

34.
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ooilt
in these4i-ads in a facile manner, unencumbered by the limitation of either

field's parameters, in which these methods establish facts and open areas

for the testing of data. A procedure withinBioloegy is.never limited to Biology

for Salk: It is a method either for generating a fact, developing a problem

statement, establishing a type-of hyporhesig;-coffducting-a cofftrolled-experiment,

a useful measure forverification, or comparing results to a known body of kW-

ledge. Thus, foSalk, the4proCedures of Biology are not lost in the body of

biological language and history of its special procedures, rather each method

is itself a tran erable skill to new areas of questioning outside the discipline.
---

Similarly, Salk is able to borrow comps ative methods from other disciplines,

history and sociolOgy, in order to review biological facts and extend biological

knowledge,to the field of education.

Advanced levels of education in the University College sho seek to
N, "

educate the student towards Jonas Salk's ability to use th information and

procedures from various disciplines to address the real problems of being human

in the contemporary world. The perspectives of the Humanities, literature, logic,

writing, languages, and philosophy, offer certain scientific windows on experience,

methods Bar establishing facts, procedures fox-rganizing and communicating

knowledge which differ in value and utility from the Social Sciences or Natural

Sciences. And, cdrrespondingly, the scientific windows of the Social Sciences

and Physical Sciences offer critical perspectives and methodologies for grasping

reality, relating fully in life, and solving human (and non-human) problems vital

to life in the world.

Interdependenceishould not be incompetence in certain, areas of thought which

require being a passive dependent on the "answers!' of someone else because he Is

35
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a "s ialist ". Each citizen of the 20th century mustThe able to appreciate

re4iity and cope personally with the physical world, the world of the mind, the

Oorld of society, the world of the body. We should all be competent in the

perspectives and metho s of the Natural Sciences, Humilities, and Social Sciences

to the degree in which we can have a well-rounded relation to the world in terq

of the "facts" of each of these domains. o

Interdependence should be mutual cooperation on common' projects. "Life in

America" certainly offers enough/projects'in the human domain for the next 100

years. 4

Thus
%
a program of studies at the,Advanced Level in the University College

should permit a student to specialize, but with'a careful regard in each course

or path of independent studies in. the discipline toward the student to

use the procedures and information of -the discipline in a broad, practical manner.

which links scientific activity to life in-the world. Knowledge acquisition,

production, and utilization in a discipline should be self-consciously open and

able to borrow "other" methods and information from differing disciplines.

Interdisciplinary studies, then, is a constant requirement for a balanced

individuation in the pursuit of knowledge. And, interdisciplinary studies must

be detailed eno h in the procedural domains of knowledge acquisition, production,
4C

and utilizatio in each academic discipline to provide realmethods for cross-

fertilization of fields and tools can, be used in inquiry into, and solution of

life probleq.

Advanced Level Interdiscisdinary Studies Based on Competency

A student who has moved from the General Education-level to the Advanced

Level will have been grounded in elementary procedures of knowledge acquisition,
of

c
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production, and utilization in .several fields on the bases of thematic studies.

or simply an exposure to the methods of Natural Sciences,HumanIties, and Social

Sciences. At the Advanced Level a student whould concentra4-6n the ideas, methods,

and history of procedures and theories of a specialized field or two fields. How-

-ever-Iin-every project given- within_ a _course (ar_Arogram of independent studies

within the Major) the student should be challenged to develop problem statements

which require methods of inquiry, solution, and communication from.other disciplines.

The Developmental Education Center will provide students at the Advanced

Level with help in supporting their projects with methods of knowledge acquisition,

production, and utilization which are necessary for extending the discipline's

horizons to other disciplines, or, giving the student the resources and time to

deepen knowledge of procedures and information within his field.

This support will be accomplished by enabling the student to define thelo\

particular competencies he needs for his work in the field.'The student will be

aided in viewing his thought and work in terms of-the particular competencies hd

is exercising, the competencies he needs next in his scientific endeavours, and

ekesompetencies which he may seek from others in a cooperative task.

Similarly, a professor in any discipline on the Advanced Level in the

University College will be aided by the DEC in isolating the various procedures

and information that relate to knowledge acquisition, production, and utilization

in his field so that entry and exit competency levels for his discipline may be

established .b Additionally an effort will be made by tft Developmental Education

Center to create an inventory of procedures in the major disciplines of the

Humanities; Natural Sciences, and Social Sciences, with the consultation of

3",
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\\I
professionals in the various ditcipaines; which reference methods of knowledge

.

acquisition, production, and utili tion. Such a reference source will help

students seek t=he type of method required for any stage of inquiry into a

problem whose horizon can benefit,from interdisciplinary cross-fertilization.

The several forms of competency-based study that can be pursued at the

Advanced Level of University College courses include:

1 - The Developmental Education Center will provide informational

and procedural support for students who seek interdisciplinary

or specialized methods fOr their studies in an advanced course.

Thp supportive opportunity can be arranged with a professor

of an advanced level discipline before a semester. Ideally,

the research projects intended by a professor will be studied

in terms of the information and procedures they entail or

could entail. Competency levels and types of competency would

be determined, and the range of help the Developmental Education

Center could provide students in the course would be established. .

2 - Advanced course-labs in a discipline or disciplines (specially

focused interdisciplinary studies) would be developed in cooperation

'with the Developmental Education Center where two or three professors

representing various fields, and staff of the Developmental Education,

Center, would explore a problem or theme in culture, engaging students

in the methods of inquiry and solution derived from their various

fields. The Developmental Education Center would help students

'focus on the use of procedures in the several fields to sharpen

7
1 competency. The professors would be freed, thereby, to guide the

information acquisition and monitor the actual research of the

38
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,students in the probelm or theme the course is based upon.

For example, in an interdisciplinary exploration of the effect

of epidemics on human culture, a biologist, an historian, and

a sociologist would combine efforts with the Developmental

Education Center. The theme of epidemics in histOry and their

,oeffects on the value structure, economics, and politics of

societies would be explored, by the historian in lecture, readinge,

and discussion; the-sociologist would develop awareness of the

macro and micro behaviors involved in disease outbreak and

disease control, and the biologist would explore with the students

the etiologies of various types of'epidemic diseases known to

the societies discussed, and questions of medical immunology.

Research papers that required an historical,.sociological,

and medical knowledge of various diseases and their'tontrol

would be assigned.

The Developmental Education Center would aid students in

framing historical problem statements, sociological prOblem
%

statements and medical problem statements. Procedures for

producing and communicating knowledge in the three fj.elds

would be reviewed in the DEC, so that a student might write

a paper which was sound in the three areas. Review of styles

of information communication and theory application,-more

intensive than permitted in the lecture-discussion component

of the course, could be designed by the Developmental Education

Center in audio-tutorial formats, or.other means of presentation.

3,9
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3 - The developmental Education Center can be a resource for

students punuing Advanced Level independent studies. Specializing

in the histo6f of procedures of knowledge acquisition, production,.

,

and major discipline'utilization in the s of the'Humanities, Social
/

Sciences-,'.and Naturgl Sciences. The DEC will be engaged in an

on-going creation of libraries of methology which an benefit the

pursuit of independent knowledge.

4W
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C. DEVII4ENTAk EDUCATION AND THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE:

,STRUCTURE pip SYSTEM

To facilitate the restructuring of'education along the lined discussed, ,

cove, it Wnecessary to create more flexible means of structuring educational
\

experiences than are possible in a traditional setting. The proposed structurd

of the Developmental Education Center presented here should, we believe, enable

thiti restructuring to occur in q controlled setting. The structure is presented

below in, two parts: first, the modular composition of the program and, second,

40
the dvera4, desigd of the system into which the modules fit. .
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Modular Structure.

4

What Modules Are:

Page 35

The basic instructional unit of the DEC,is the module. A module is.,

by definition, an educational experience designed to produce competency on
-.t.

the part of the student in a specified number of procedUres and/or a body of

information.

- I

Methods of instruction, will-vary according to the

module, as will the length of time required to'complete

ectives of; each

le. The

specific means used for each instructional module will be, }mined by:

il
.

1 - the nature of the skill to be developed

7
2 - thecurrent level of skill development

3 - the academic activities to which the skill is related

4 - the availlbility of resources (hardware, software, staff)

5 - transition between preceeding and following modules

Moreave

-\
iirogItain_clemandsthatemer4--module--ha-raplicahle, that

there be a careful statemeS-Of entry level knowledge for'students working
`--- fts.

the module, and.that -the objectives of the module be tested before a stWstff

exits from it.



Some, hypothetical modules.

To better clarify the odular concept; We present here rough descriptions

of a few modules:

_1. Basic level mathematics module designed to enable a student to add,

subtract, multi. ,.and divide fractions. Required entry level skills:

ability to add, subtract, multiply, and divide integers. Competence in entry

level skills determined by (1) mathematics diagnostit test, (2) completion of.

previous module in mathematics sequence, or (3) short entry level test which

4
is part of the module file. Instruction: auto - instructional exercisZand

Procedures: filmstrip tape explanations, CAI drill. Competency examination

at end of module: paper-anti pencil testin solving probbms. Approximate

W
Uwe forcompletion of_module'NJO hours. Module, value: 1/4 credit (non-

degree). No staff necessary other than learning laboratory supervisor.

Final examination adkinistered by learning lab supervisor.
A

I

2. General level research skills module designed to enable a stuOnt'to use

the library to prepare a bibliography of materials to be used forrr thesolutton

of a given problem. Required entry level skills: ability to -plen and order

---i-nctivtduartmat-s-cittiftti7a----tzthp activity, mac reading level, ability t4

claisify, ascertained by a short entry level test. Instruction:- teacher-

directed'clasS augmented by videotapes demonstrations (using the card catalog,

using the readu:s guides: using standard bibliographies). 2week unit; students A,
-741v, -

meet as group for six one-hour sessions; 6.hours videotape demonstration. 8

hours outside library work. 1/2 credit (degree): Supervisor must be familiar

with research methods, library. Final examination composed ofshort test and

completion of assigned projects. All activities for six one-hour sessions

completely described, all outside projects deliniated.

/"t
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3. General level natural science module designed to acquaint a student

with current knowledge in physiology, the workings of the

reproductive system. Entry level abilities intlude knowledge of the procedures

used to discover knowledge and analyze facts, produce theories in the natural

sciences, determined by tests or the completion of 3revious modules. Instruction:

audio-visual self-paced instructional units used by students, lectures inter- '
AP

'grating and reviewing materials illustrating principles with slides by teacher

experienced in biology. Ag_roximate time for module: 10 hours self-paced

iL
A-V units, 5 hours reading, 5 one-hour lectures. Competency determined by

final examination. 1 credit (degree). (this is basically identical .to the

LBST A102 proposal by Dr. Noland.)

4. Advanced level module designed to teach a student how to write computer ,

programs in BASIC. Entry level abilities: mathematics ability through

introductory algebra, ascertained from'skill profile. Instruction: complete

10 hour tAI course, with built-in tests; completion.of courses is a certification

of competency. Credit: 1/2 credit (degree). MOdule may be'used as part of

any existing course which requires students to learn this research tool.

5. Advanced level module designed to en blistudent to do tndividualized

background reading in a specific interdisciplinary thematic area. Entry level:

basic courses in all disciplines on .Which theme is based. Iristruction: student

reads all books listed on bibliography prepared by courSe director, joins

AP
group discussion with other students working in module for one hour each week

ead. Formai meetings or' module one hour each week for

fifteen eeks. 1 credit. Final examination ascertains that student has read°

all books.
.

4 4
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How modules will be used

First, existing whole courses can be thought of as modules. Any existing,

course atteipts to teach some group of procedures or some. body of information.

Unfortunately, existing courses depart from the idealized modular concept in

several wAys: they are not always highly replicable, they do-not always clearly

identify their objectiveS, they sometimes mix objectives without regard to the

.concept of developmental stages. Moreover, many existing courses attempt instruc-

tion in a large number of procedures and :a large body of information without

separating stages; students may learn some of the procedures or some of the

information, but the grade for the course evaluated their acquisition of all
4

the procedures and information.

-There are various ways of dealing with these problems - -of making existing

courses more closely approach-the modular ideal, and thus share in the many

benefits produced by modular structure. First, a complex coursecould be broken

down into a Series of independent, ordered Modules, each fully described and

accompanied by stated entrance and exit levels. This, in effect, is how the

modules wile be used on the basic level: as a series of incremental steps

designed' to,enable the student to acquire a basic skill or body of information.

In order to aCcOmplis)a this, initially modules dealing with the progressive

development of related skills will be organized into clusters. At first, these

clusters will correspond closely to traditional atlas of acadeftic activity:

mathematics, coMmunIcati6ns (both oral and written), research skills, study,

skills, natural science, social science, the arts*alnd humanities. As the

program develops, a clustering bas d more on the, commonality Of skills than

on similarities in activity will emerge.

45
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For-eidthple, in 4ts early stages the program will design a cluster of

'modules ch enables the student to improve his mathematics skills. This

clu er will be more-or-less independent of clusters designed to develop

ications or science skills. At a later stageo however, the modules

g these clusters can be regrouped and reordered so that the development

specific mathematics skill can be quickly followed by the'development

science skills using that mathematics skillo' Such a program will be truly

interdisciplinary:

The modules within each cluster or academic activity area will be ordered

developmentally; the student will progress from less complex to more complex

skills. Since each module is defined in terms of entry and exit level skills,

this ordering of modules Is inherent in their structure. However, a separate

statement Will exist for each skill cluster, indicating the modules constituting

it, their ordering, and the final competency requirement the cluster is designed

Cr
to fulfill.

On the more advanced levels, any existing course which contains within

it a clearly identifiable body of knowledge or procedure may formulate that

knowledge in'modul r form: the module can then be assigned as part of that

t
course. (Of cours , once the, module has been formulated according to the

DEC format, it will also be available in the module library for other 'rtes

As a part Of other coursers, or.as a resource for independent study).

A second use of modules is as an accompaniment for existing courses, a

'laboratory for the development of knowledge not directly taught in normal

class2sessions. Thus, for example, all students in 'a social science course

could be required, by the teacher, to work simultaneously in a module (or a

sequence of modules) which would train them in statistical methodology.
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Their acquisition of competency in statistical methodology (or lack of it)

would be eValuated,by the DEC staff running this "course lab", and could be-

,

used in ttguring the course grade and credit, or_they could be given credit

for the lab independently of their evaluation within the course.

A third use could, be the prescription of individualmodaes for

individual students by the teacher of a regular course. For example, in an

advanced course in health care in which the students were to do research

papers, the teacher could prescribe a module in historical research methods

for a student who wanted to work on a paper studying the history of epiamic

44 control. This module would provide the individual student with the skills

necessary for his individual project, and would supplement his performance

within the course. He,would receive credit for the module independently of

credit for the course itself.

Replicability of Modules

Simply put, replicable modules are ones which can be repeared and reused

without new creative effort. One of the major weaknesses in many programs

(both traditional an4i innovative) is that the activities--lectures, discussions,

exercises, assignments-, etc.--are not designed to!be replicated.

For example, a teacher in a traditionally organized class may generate

a class discussion in order to - introduce or clarify a point. Unless he

formalizes, in a replicable way, the method by which he generated this discussion,

he will be forced to reinvent a means of generating a similar discussion the

next time he wants one. Re-invention is waste. More importantly, other teachers

who might want to generate similar discithions will have to iment means of

their own. Duplication is waste.
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In a replicable program, the goals and methods of every activity are

ciaarly'specified, and this documentation is available-for everyone. In the

example above, the teacher might indicate the point he was trying to introduce

or clarify, the materials to which the students should have been exposed

before the activity, the skills. they already possessed and those he Wa4 trying() ,

to develop, etc. In addition, a description, of the unit would include his

means of organizing the Class, the questions with Which he began, his methods

of focusing the discussion, use of media, etc.

Obviously, since Fall things are in flue, (including both teachers and

students) perfect replicability is not possible. Nevertheless, if the program

is to avoid the waste of resources common in many programs, and if it is to
1

ensure an orderly sequence of developmentally incremental educationaj. units;

the replicability of each module must be as high as possible.

..., e .

The val et of high replicability are manifold: in a full developmental
t-

program, made up of seperately documented highly replicable modules:

1 - The program is not dependent upon staff. A module which requires

. '

-a director from the DEC cih be run by any DEC staff member who meets the

1

qualifications stated. In general, staffing requirements for a module

should be the lowest that will enable the module to successfully fulfill its

objectives. A mathematics module, for example, should not be run by a Ph.D

in mathematiCs 'if it can successfully fulfill its objectives under the direction

'of a graduate assistant.

2 - The program is rev isable. If a module is not fulfilling its

objectives, it may be revised. Alternate modules with the same objectives

(

can be designed, and the effectiveness of each can be compared empiracally.
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3 - The program can become more and more comprehensive. Once modules

are designed, they are perpetually ready for use: they need not be reformulated

for each operation., Thus, design time can be used for the production of new

nodules.

4 - Duplication of effort is avoided. A module library, cross-filed by

objective (i.e. the abilities to be developed), procedure, and activity should

enable personnel engaged in the design of new modules to avoid re-expldring

ground already covered in the design of previously prepared modilles.

5 - Alternative prescription to satisfy student needs is possible. 'With

a large stock of modules, one can direct the student to whichever modules best

suit him.. If alternate modules with identical objectives exist, the student

can be directed to one, and the alternatives can serve as back-up.

6 - Overall reordering of sequences islaksible. Since each module

is clearly described, a sequence can be reordered to ensure that students pro-

",

gress'developmentally from one module to the next. Any instructional gaps in

the sequence should become visable easily.

7 - Student progress can be traced, and the student can be made clearly

aware of how far he.has come, and how far he has to go. The student should

get a greater feeling of progress than he would in a more igformal non-replicable

program.

49
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The means to developing hi ly replicable program modulis.

ti

The DEC will establish'a module library, containin$ full information on

each module developed and used within the program. ,The information available

for each module will enable that module to be replicated by current or future

DEC staff members._ Among the documentation contained ih the module library -

for each module will be the followings

1 - A statement of the objectives for the module:,

what skills it is designed to develop.

2 - The entry level knowledge required for the module, and how

this entry ldvel may be ascertained. (e. g. b)%a specific test,

by completion of another module, etc.) .

)

3 - The DEC staff requirements for operation of the module:

is a DEF leader necessaryicand if so, what are the qualifications.

V -

4 - The facilities necessary for operation of the module:

hardware, room requirements, etc.

S - /he software required: specific books, softwace'programs, handouts,

worksheets, transparencies, etc., I

6 t The time 'normally' required to operate and complete the module

(for auto-instructional modules, thAs should be an estimate of the

total number of hours required for completion;.- for non-auto-instructional

modules, it might be a meeting'schedule).
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7 - A datailed,description of all the activities engaged in by students

,(lecture notes,, questions, °projects, etc.)

' 8 - The means used for evaluation: the test which ascertains whether

or not students have achieved the objectives.

9 - The credit-value of the module, based on (1) the skills,developed,

and (2) the time expended by the student.

10 - A check list of descriptors which enables the DEC to access the

modules from a variety of dimensions.

One of. the tasks of the DEC will be to devise a standard format for

eliciting and recording this information, and to devise a standard format

for eliciting and recording this information, and to devise a systertor

retrieval ofmodules (using the descriptors of #10) for different purposes.

THE DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATION CENTER: SYSTEM DESIGN

Once it is operating fully, the Developmental Education Center will

require the performance of a number of interdependent functions, all of which

are necessary for administration, planning, and instruction. The total system

can best be visualized, at the current stage of design, by describing these

functions individually. It is important to remember, at this point, that no

one-to-one correspondance will exist between functions -and staff: more than

one function may be performed by a single person or gotup of people, and one

function may be shared by m)y than one group of people.
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, ° /
The functions described below are not ordered in terms of importance,

urgency, etc.

(a) Deciding on new program needs

(b) Scheduling operationa,

(c) Administering tests

(d) Creating student skill profiles

(e) Selectirat and creating test instruments

(f) Producing modules

(g) Defining student contracts'

(h) Evaluating student contracts

(i) Operating modules

(j) Budgeting resources

(k) Evaluating and revising system

For each of these functions, certain informati ) n'is necessary, operations

are performed, and certain results dre produced. Each can be specifically

described in these terms:

(a) Deciding on new program needs.,

Recognizing educational needs; deciding whether4needs can be met

within-limits of resources; specifying needs in exact terms; setting priorities ,cdo

ordering the development of new modules.

Input information:

1. Information toncerningcurrent program holdings (i.e. which

modules already-exist in the module library).

2. Information concerning student needs, gathered from test score,

reports of inadequate competency in general and advanced level

courses.
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3. °Information concerning future college emphasis (e.g'. new programs,,

degrees, certificates).
f

4. Information concerning requests from teachers for specific 'skill

labs' to accompany existing or proposed courses.

5. Information from students who wish to pursue advanced independent

study.

6. Budgetary and staffing information.

Output:

1. Specific directives to develop new modules or modular sequences

which will satisfy stated behavioral objectives.

(b) Scheduling operations'

Scheduling operations which involve direct student-teacher,rqntact;

scheduling the offering of non-auto-instructional modules; fixing laboratory

hours for uge of hardware and software for auto-instructional Modules.

.Input information:

1. Information on available resources (i.e. modules which are ready

for use).

2. Information on current demand, derived from student contracts,

test score summaries, projections from past operations, demand

'skill_s_isbs!,demand_for individual advanced 0044Y.

3. Informatlon-on new modules which will be ready for use in the

near future.

Output:

1. Student test,scores (individual scores)

2. Summary scores and descriptive. statistics

53
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c. Administering tests

Giving diagnostic and national tests. to students to determine skills;

giving national tests to help evaluate programs; giving competenCy tests to

students completing modules.

1. Tests used within the system

2. Information concerning data necessary, for producing student skill

profiles

3. Information concerning data necessary for program evaluation.

OUtput:

1. Student test scores (individual stores)

2. Summary scores and desbriptive statistics.

d. Creating student skill profiles.

Producing an inventory of skills,.basic procedures, and information in

which the student is competent.

Input:

1. Test information and scores

2. Interview information

3. Information concerning the student's particular goali

4. Profile format

Output:

I. New and revised tests

. Procedures to be follOwed in testing

54
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'Githering information on commercially available modules; selecting
.

., p
commercially available.modules usable for program, purposes; adapting commercially

. ,..,,alit f..fir
..

. ,

avi4lable modules for use; produting.modules internally when no satisfactory

module Wavallable commerically; modifying and revising existing modules.

r'
.

/Input:
i

44IN

1. Information concerning commer available modules.

2. Directive to develOp new modules and sequences.to meet. particular
1.-

objectives.-

3. Reports' of t Its of using existing modultik W

Output:

c_S

1.. New modulesand modular sequences.

'2. Revised modules and sequences.

_ .

g., Making ,student contracts ,

r3
.

,

\,-

Defining, with theltuden , an educational straltegy which will enable

him to acquire the proCedureand information necessary; planning exactly

7

.what modules he will ptrsue during a particular period.
,-

Inp0
X

1. Student skill profile

2. Master schedule of auto,,nd non-auto-instructional

3. Modules avail le in near future
es

Output:

1. Student contract

111
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h. Evaluating student contracts

Monitoring student progress as he fulfills,the obligations laid down

. .

in his contract, and,. when he finishes, evaluating his overall perTokmance

and'accoMplishment; recommending credit for work.

Input:
I

1. .Studint,contrnct,

2. Record of student performance in actual modules

. Student skill profile.

Output:

1. Credit recommendations for student's - transcript)

2. Up-dated version of student skill profile (based on accomplishments

in modules)

i. Operating modules

' Actual operation of instructional units: supervising syto-instructional'

units, leading teacher run modules. Testing students on completion of module

Al
to see if competency has been aChieved.

Ai

Input: 400-

Complete information on modules

2. Schedule ofjpiAaNc

3. Competency tests (part of each module)

IP
Output:

0

..040

1. Reports on student performance in actual modules

2., Recommendmitons for module revision
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.

Ditermining how people and money will be used (and'wh

2
t future requirements

are) for all'operations within the system.

Input:

1. Information on all functions

-41

Output:

1. Budget for future

2. Budget report of current operation

k. Evaluating and revising system

Determining how effective the entire system is in accomplishing its

goals, and revising the system in any way necessary in order to accomplish

these goals more effectively: quicker, cheaper, surer.

Input:

1. Information on all fUnctions

2. Budget report of current operation

Output:

1. Revised system plans

2. Evaluation reports



Like all complex educational systems, students are not directly involved

in ever;lnction, although every function is necessary-to provide the student

with the services the system makes available. The interaction of different

functions tan te best 'seen, however, by displaying those functions in which

students are involved, and-then showing how the other functions support these.

The specific functions in which students are involved are:

c. Administering_ tests

d. Making student contracts

h. .Evaluating student contracts

i. Operating modules

C, G, and H are, roughly speaking, counseling operations; I is a teaching

operation. The student moves from function to function within these areas

as follows:

Testing

---,Making student'
contract

i

NI,

1

11, i
Evaluating student

Instructj.on

4ntract
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A schematic description of this movement is relatiFely simple, although

( the actual procedures involved are *lite complex. The initial.stage, testing,

introduces the student to the system, and provides the basis for the preparation

of a student profile. The profile itself becomes the basis for an initial

student contract. The contract specifies the particular modules the student

works in. The third stage, instruction, is the actuAfwcrking in the modules;

k.r

throughout this stage, the student'p ,progress is monitored, results feed back',

to the counselor with whom the contract was made, and modifications of the

contract are made. Finally, upon completion of the work, the original' contract

(however modified) is reviewed: credit is given, the student profile is

amended, and a new contract for further work is made up. The making of new
,!Or

contracts is a continual process up to the point where the student fulfills

his original goals (whether basic, general, or advanced); upon fulfilling his

goals, the student moves outside the purview of the Developmental Education

Center.

'Supporting each function of the system in whi.Ch a.student is directly

involved are functions carried on administratively with which the student'

never has direct contact. Some of these can be shown as follows:

Direct infOrmation flow

Feedback information

Testing (C) 4

116

Selecting & creating
test instruments (E) 4g1

Making student Creating student 1

contract skill pr6files (D)

Inc,truction (I) z' Determining
.

1

<------r opefations
. 4

.

schedules.. .

Evalulting student
contracts (H) __ _ __ -- __

(B)



The relations between these` functions areas xerms of information flow.

E, selecting and creating test instruments, provides the tests used in C,

testing;

g

ich tests are selected and created depends on: information gathered.

from teachers in general and advanced level courses, indicating specific areas

that need intensive instruction; information gathered from counselors based on

theit experience in making and,evaluating student Contracts; and information

-from students concerning their particular college goals (especially on the

advanced level). Student contracts are formed primarily on the basis of the

student's skill profile, takidg into account e schedultiagd:plems of the

../system; scheduling and student contracting closely interdependent operations.

The scheaulidg function, 13; determines what is to be offered in response to

student needs; in doing so, t must take into account (as 'must the contracting

itself) what Modules are operational within the system (see next section for

module production).

Instruction itself-I-the operation of the modules within-the system

determined by the 4chedule, B. The majorAnformation produced is records of

student achievement--did the student achieve competency in the task. This

1110

informs n is fed back to the counselor who made and will evaluate the student's

contract, d will find its way eventually to the student's skill profile, thusz
,--zo

determining the shape of future contracts.

Module production and operation

\) p

Much underliesethe function I in the previous chart. Which modules are

available for the student is the result of an involve& planning and production

process, with the following functions:

60
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Deciding on
New Program 4(

/ Needs (A)

/

t

Creating, altering,

Altering, & revising
Modules (F).

Determininemmli-
operating
schedules (B)

operating
modules (I)

61
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The initial block, A sets directions for the program based on past

experfence, perceived,peeds, and future projections. This information comes,

from within the system (e.g. reports from counselors who may determine future

needs of the program from experience with student profiles) and from outside

the system (teachers planning new courses which required instruction in

particular skills, students 'tanning advanced study requiring partiCular skills).

.Deciding on-Program needs.thus involves loOking-at those modules Aurrently

available and deciding which new ones are needed, then issuing orders to acquire

or create the new modules. Experience from actual operation of the program

feeds information back which can then be used in planning future directions.

The second block, F, does the actual work o?creating the modules, either

using externally produced packages or making its own. 'These modules produced

then enter the DEC library, and are available for use, in meeting student needs.

Each module is filed so that it can be retrieved in a number of ways; each

specifies the staff, resources, etc. required for its use. This information,

together with information concerning student need (as indicated in test results,

contacts) becomes the basis for the operations schedule.

The Verations schedule has two parts."tuto-instructional modulds, those

which the student can work in without human help, are always available from the

DEC library; the operations schedule merely indicateleklaboratory times, laboratory

supervisors, and post-test personnel who will coordinate work by students involved

. . in auto-instrpctional modules. Those-modules which require trained instructional

staff must, houMver, be clearly schedulid with times, places, etc., and these must

be chosen to maximize utilization by students. The requirements for time and

physical facilities are part of the module description available from the DEC

library.
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I, the actual operation of the modules, follows from the schedule in B.

As they operate, results are fed back to taunselors'monitoring the student's
7

'progress as a means of evaluating his contracted performance. At the end of

a module's operation, results on its effectiveness also are used to determine

new prog needs, or to determine whether the module can continue to operate

in its present form or needs to be revised. Thus, each noddle, each time it

is run, is subject to review; modules are continually evaluated, and those

which are ineffective in achieving their objectives are modified or replaced.

les and.information gathering
a

This system, complex as it may seem, can be viewed simply in anth ?omorphic

terms. Imagine a potter who takes raw clay, and, turns out finished pots.

What enables the poxt_do this, what enables-him -to turn out better and

better pots, is what he has learned about potmaking. Seeing the entering
40'

student'as raw, unfinished clay, the program's task is to help the student

acqui177Those .
Irocedures and that informa n necessary for functioning

. _

in the modern world.. Like the potter, the,4stem must "learn" about education.
,...*

/
4,

Potters learn from formal instruction, experience, etc.; so will this system. ?

"Formal instruction" thus becomes outside resources--commercially prepared

programs, systems in existence at other universities, etc.; experience is the

rwodlts which come about while actually running the program. Both require

gathering information and storing it for future use; only in that way can the

system build on its own exp ience.

4."
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Budgeting and Program Review

These two administrative functions are not represented on the system

diagrams bel,ow because their relations to other functions are all-encompassing.

The operations of all other functions concern budgeting; and program review

includes. everything:

1114.

Budgeting, of oth people, money, and other resources, will be done
,

in terms of program unctions; each function requires a certain staff, certain

facilities, and funds. It is important to remember here that budgeting must

take into account functions which do not directly involve students as well as

those which do; many other such programs have failed of been less than effective

bec'ause they have concentrated solely on those operations in which the students

e

I
w e involved (testing, counseling and instruction) and have not adequately

provided for the support functions which make those operations possible (ten'

selection, development of instructional packages, fecord-keeping, review, etc.).

A

Program review, which includes the analysis of how effectively the program

was budgeted, is to be done on the following bases: how well was each function

in the program performed; was each function necessary; are there necessary-

functions not now being performed; how are individual program functions inter-

related; can changes in program funCtions be effected; is each function being

perdrmed efficiently in terms of budget. Student performance, as measured on

national tests, cannot be the sole basis for program review and evaluation: the

program goals of reaching competency in methods of acquiring; producing, and

utilizing knowledge are not adequately demonstrated on existing national tests.

Similarly, student performance in9terms of the program's own goals is reached

only through a full dgvelopment of all of the functions of the program; how
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these functions are developing must ile;4=emajor focus of evaluation. Significant

changes in student performanCe may not emerge Until the program, as a whole

gains a certain momentum--until a library of modules is available, until staff

training methods have been perfected, Until counseling, producing skill profiles,

7--
making contracts, etc. are all operational. Thus the program must be judged both

on the development of these necessary functions aid on the actual accomplishments

of students who go through the program. Program development, in all functions,

should be visible at all times, and can be judged indepeildently of program results

as manifested in individual students.

Capacity for Chadie

On the basis of the experiences of educators in the past, it is apparent_

that no program, however comprehensive it may attempt to be, can anticipate every

problem it will encounter--each student is an individual, and brings with him

his own individual etrengths and,weaknesses, likes and dislikes, interests and

aversions. The Developmental Education Center should try to anticippte those

problems as clearly as possible, and provide means for effectively solving them,

but it must also recognize that there will be unanticipated problems. ,Thus,

the Developmental Education Center should also have. built into its structure,

a means for extending its scope so that it may effectively deal with problems*

it does not presently foresee. Foreiample, the 'remedial' sequences in

mathematicS, communications, study, aml research skill will, at the outset,

provide for those students not fully prepared to begin college-level work

in presently offered basic courses by establishing prescriptive pre-college

level training in basic procedures. Necessarily, these sequences will have

*to have a starting point, a rough estimate of the level at which most students

can begin. Initially, this starting point for the sequence will be, determined
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on tie basis of student need,(established through testing and past experience)

and available resources. However, as the piogram develops, this starting

point may need to be revised, either because the prepatory experiences of

students change, or because more resources are made ailable to *provide

help for less and less adeOttely prepared students.

Similarly, needs for instruction in different areas may change in a way_

impossible to foresee at the present time. Three years ago, it would have

been impossibll to predict the need for instruction in the use of'hand-held

electronic calculators as a basic computational tool in mathematics; today,

educators are beginning to realize that such instruction is a necessity. Thus,

the Developmental Education Center's_ initial plan for remedial sequences in

four areas--mathematics, communication, research, and study skills--may prove

to neglect some area of great need; ar it may prove to include areas where t

need for remedial work may cease to exist. Likewisi, plans for instructional

activity on the basic and advanced levels will change in teapamma to changing

situations. What, is important is that the capacity for such change be. an

integral parts of both the phiLsophy of the Developmental Education"Center

and of the design of its programs,,

cc
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Universit:yollege tuts, among the other colleges that form the University

of Louisville, two distinctions that make it unique: Its comnittment to

'open admissions,,' and its interdisciplinary emphasis, as embodied in its

B.L.S. and B.A.S. degrees. These distinctions impose on University College

an equally unique responsibility to develop an educational philosophy and

design which will reflect the College's special mission and identity. The

Developmental Education Center can be a major force in this enterprise, both

by defining the competencies which underlie college work in all fields, thus

building a truly interdisciplinary foundation for higher education, and bury'

designing and running educational programw which will enable all students,

regardAss of background to strive to achieve these competencies.

Ultimately, the goal of the Development Education Center is simple: to

restructure university education, to focus education on the attainment of

competencies, to order educational experiences rationally. To move from

the currently fashionable 'subject'-centered appsoAch to true competency-based

education will be difficult task, one that will not be accomplished quickly,

.,t,or cheaply. The ins is ia of the present system is enormous; courses are designed,

teachers are trained,ladministratiye'procedures operate, all in accord with

the traditional subjectcentered view of education. Therefore' mplementation

of a Ditrelopmental Education Center dedicated to a truly competency-based .

approach must provide a means of transistion for all aspects of the educational

- process.
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Translation to competency -based education must proceed on all levels:

basic, general, and advanced. Although these levels are clearly identifiable

in the current university structure, the separation of educational experiences

. -
into levels will become less necessary as we move toward a competency-based

approach. This should be bourn in mind as we describe implementation activities

on each level.

Basic level:

The DEC will bekin, in the Spring of 1977, to develop prqgrams to meet

the needs of students entering college with competency levern.basic skills

inadequate for the demands of introductory courses. It will do this by first

defining Skill Development Clusters (corresponding, roughly to traditional

academiclbubject areas on the general level); among these will be clusters in

quanatative skills, verbal skills, study skills, research skills, and communication

skills. It will then acquire and Produce modular sequences which'will enable

students to attain competency in the skills which make up each cluster as

quickly as possible. This will be begun in the following ways:

1 - The design of a modular 'program in the quanatative Skill Development

Cluster, to be ready for operation by Fall, 1977. The sequence will

be designed to develop competency in quanatative skills to the level

required for successful performance in the lowest level regular

mathematics course now offered,"Mathematics 101.

2.s.- The definition of skills for other Skill Development Clusters (defined ,

in conjunction with the definition of competencies for courses fulfilling

the 'general education' requirements).
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- The acquisition of infprmation concerning externally produced programs

. ,

and modules designed to teach skills from the other Skill Development.

Clusters. -
MI&

- The selection, and design-Of tests for diagnosing entering skill

levels, first in mathematics, then in the skills from other Skill

,Develppment Clusters.'

General Level:

Theoretically, competencies on the general level are those which the

student should have-acquired in order to fulfill existing 'general education'-

,
4

A ,

requirements., These competencies are the pre-requisits for advanced work.'
r a

In practice, the courses which may currently be used to fulfill exist 'general

. -
education' requ rements do not clearly focus on competencies; moreover;

wide Choice4t5If courses which may be used to fulfill specific jpneral education r.

.
requirements (e.g. any two of 27 courses will fulfill thi'social science'

requiremep0effectiveOlobscures the act that there are'gene;a1 competencied,

in the acq1.4eition; production, and utilization of knowledge. The sole justification

for the4p cistde of requirements is. the belief that some common 'core' of

- 0
,knowledge Underlies the diverse activities grouped'under the names 'humanities,

.4VP

:social'sciences, natural sciences. What is required is *hat students be ,

ti-

competent in this underlying ,core. We believe that this core of,khOwlfidge can

best be deacr9ed on a procedural dimension, not\by listing a.smprgesbord of

.'facts' from individual advanced disciplines within an'area. Thus, competence in

'social sciences' is an hnderstanding of the methods used by social scientists

(no matter what their particular specialityrin acquiring, producing, and

utilizing knowledge concerning the structure of-society and the activity of

69
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its members. These procedures (for the acquisition, production, and utilization

of knowledge) cannot, of course, be learned in limbo; knowledge i4 unitary, and

it is artificiai\-in the extreme to seperate knowing how and knowing why fr9m

knowing Who, knowing when, knowing what, etc. One can, however, visualize
.

knowledge as multi-dimensional, and Approach it from any of its several dimensions.
0

Education .c.on be structured around personalities}, the who's, by sequentially
o

introducing students to those who have carried on activities within a given area;

around events, the when's, by sequentially introducing students to chronological

developments within an area; or around the what's, the facts and theories, by

sequentiilli introducing students-to the findings in a given area. All of

these are valid approaches to knowledge, particularly on the advanced levels,

but on the. introductory or'general level they can lead to disasai if used as'

the primary'dimension for education. Here, the procedural dimension, the

4-

hoW,'is more general and more useful, since understanding how knowledge is

acquired, produced and used in an area is necessary as foundation for more

advanced specific study. Other organizations, based on on-procedural dimenAiont,

are more_liable to distort or ignord the underlying competencies in an area.

For example, 'it seems unlikely that each of the 27 courses approved tici fulfill

the 'social science requirement' clearly focuseson the 'competencies needed by

social scientists.to acquire, produce and use knowledg " instead, courses

as different as 'World Regional geography (Geography 201), 'Psychology as a

Natural Science' (Psychology 201), 'American Political Parties and ;lections':

(Political Scierice 203), and 'Perception'''(Psychology 331) are likely

to be explorations of narrowly defined specialities.

The Developmental Education Center will attempt t identify and teach ttiose/

general level competencies which underlie.the n raT edration' requirements,
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the ccm#etencies in the acquisition, production, and utilization of knowledge

which are necessary prerequisites for all advanced college work. This attempt'

will begin by defining the competencies which should be learned in single

course-'general education' requirements ( .e. the exit level for students'

taking English 102, Natural Sciences 10 , thematics 101, etc.), and defining

the core competencies which shou be learned 1.n satisfying requirements where

kialternatives exist (i.e. the His to of Civilization requirement, the Humanities ,

r
. ....-

requirement, etc.). As these competencies are defined, we can move toward the

design of instructional sequences engineered to teach those.competencies in

-the most rational and efficient way possible. Most likely these instructional

, (

sequences (either regular courses or mod4les) will be intOrdisciPlinary in

nature, since, most of the competencies underlying the 'g4teral education'

requirements are basic to several subject areas. kventually, the Developmental

Education Center hopes to provide University College with speific definitions

for general competencies, means of testing these competencies, and tried

and replicable means, of providing instruction for those who have not yet

\ attained than. Beginning the Spring semester of 1977, "Ideas and Research',

will function as an experimental setting for the development of replicable

methods for teaching 'methods of acquiring, Pr &acing, and utilizing

.knowledge in the social 2ciences and humanities. Concurrently, the DEC

will wort toward defining basic competencies in all areas at the general level,

towards acquiring information on externally produced instructional designs

for achieving competency 'in these areas.

. One of the ultimate aims of the DEC is to remove the'arbitry distinction

between basic and general level competencies. Work on the basic level (in

defining Skill Development Clusters and providing means of instruction for
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these skills) and work on the general level (in defining necessary competencies

in all areas). should eventually merge;-we should be able to present the entering

student, no matter what his current level of achievement, with a description

of the general competencies required for advanced college work, a means of

g

OP
testing whethe r not'these competencies

..

have been achieved (and, if they

have not, wit specifec diagnosis of deficiencies), and instructional strategies

which will enable the student to progress as quickly as possible from -his

entering leVel to the level of required competency. This is the only means,

in an open-admissiont college, of providing a real educational opportunity

for all while maintaining standards.

summary, immediate activities of the DEC at the general level will be:

1 - Thg use of LBST A101 as an experimental setting for the development

of replicable means for teaching methods of acquiring, produc4ng,

and utilizing kfiowledge in the social science and humanities:

2 - The definition of general liyel competencies in ali areas now

included in the 'general education' requirement.

3 - The acquisition of information conagrning externally produced materials

and programs on the general level.

7



Advanced level:

r---
Implementation on the advanced level includes all activities designed

to focus coprses of a more specialized nature on the competencies which

Underlie those courses." The DEC will begin to emphasize this fodus in

three specific ways:

1 - The offering of wprkshops and faculty development seminars to

enable teachers to begin to clearly identify the competencies which

underlie advanced courses, and to test these competencies objectively.

2 - The desemination of information concerning the use of 4ternative

instructional strategies which may be used in advanced level courses

(e.g. auto-tutorial instructional principles and packages, game

simulations, etc.).

3 - The design of procedures in which teachers offering specific advanced

courses may factor out individual' competencies taught in the course

and construct replicableMmodules which enable students to acquire

these competencies.

4 - The gathering of information on externally produced modules designed

to teach competent
a.

n specific\advanced skills.

40

5 - The beginning design of "course labs" to be.assigned by teacherS

in conjunction with advanced courses to improve competency in

procedures required by the courses they accompany.

It
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Replicability

All aspects of the program should be replicable: instructional techniques,

counseling methods, testing, etc. This requires cleat and coMffete documentation

on all procedutes to be used within the program: so that any procedure may be

replicated for the spine purposes with equivalent effects by arty personnel trained

in the procedure. In particular, there must exist replicable procedures for

administering tests, creating student skill profiles, defining student contracts,

operating modules, and for evaluating student contracts.

Perdonnel

All personnel involved in the program should clearly understand,its

philosophy and operatio , and should be .trained to carry outtheir function

competently. This requires a training and orientation program for all

personnel, careful selection of personnel based on clearly stated criteria

for their roles, and regular evaluation. The program should attempt to use

personnel as efficiently as possible. In particular, this means using personnel

at their highest level of competence, and selecting personnel whose competence

is suited for their tasks.

Budgeting

All budgeting should be done realistically,_and the use made of resources

should be reported regularly and clearly. Reports should, indicate monies spent

or resources consumed, the intended purpose of the expenditure; the results

achieved.
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The program must always recognize that each student is an individual,

with unique strengths, weaknesses, likes and dislikes, and must plan activities

to fit the student. The pocesses of testing, creating an individual student',

.skill profile, and of prescribing instruction on the basis of this profile

Would ensure a program tailored to fit each student. Students should be

grouped together a44reated similarly only when there is cledi evidence that

such treatment will be more effective than individual treatment.

Use of Technology
V I

Technological dices (i.e. film, audio"visual equipment, computers, etc.)

serve a useful function in education. Technology may make it poisible to

present ideas and teach skills more effectively than with tAqitional techniques;

similarly, technology can make education more efficient, atilicia the efforts

of a single teacher, preserved through tiphnology, may enable the teacher to

have a wider and greater impact, to serve more students, than would be possible

Without technological aids. It is important, however, to remember at all

times that technology is a means to greater effectiveness and efficiency in

teaching, not an end in itself. The end.7hould determine the means and not

be determined by them; the goal of an educatioriil sequence - -th information

and skills to be taught -- should determine the educational' methods to be used.

We should never allow one method of teaching, whether technological or-not,

to be used blindly and inappropriately because of fashion, tradition or any

other consideration not directly related to the educational goal.
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Competenciest ability - procedure - skill

Human abilities are viewed as the bases of history and society as they

are exercised in the everyday world. The sequential behavior of purposeful

activity is the expression of human

A full range of human abilities, from cognitive skills of reasoning

to psychareotor skills of coordinating intention and action will be considered

in the curricula development of the Developmental Education Center.

The task for developing competency -based curricula on tote colle &e level

which can be part of the Natural Sciences, Social Sciences, and Humanities

studies, is focused by locating the competencies required by thise disciplines

in their methodologies of knowledge acquisition, produCtion, anl utilization.

.11

These methOdologies are procedures whereby the individual becomes knowledgeable

of the field, learns how to develop facts which can add new knowledge to the

field, and becomes adept at using the knowledge in the field for exploring the

world, and solving problems which the discipline helps him articulate.
0

The student will develop in the competency-based program a spectrum of

is which are interdisciplinary and will fit him for acquiring, producing,'

and utilizing knowledge iii his everyday life.

Competency-baled courses

.04

Every course now offered in University College will be inventoried

according to the skill/procedures it includes in it scope. Cooperatively,

the teacher and the Developmental Education Center will articulate the

competencies included in the course, and these competencies will be listed

in terms of performance objectives for entering students.
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The Developmental Education Center will take leadership in providing

criterion-referenced tests for measuring entering skill levels in the skills/

procedures to be engaged in during the course, and which will serve to measure

skill levels upon completion of the course.

The Developmental Education Center and Advanced Levels

The center will provide skill development modules which can further

competency development in the basic procedures of'knowledge acquisition,

production, and utilization in the Natural Sciences, Humanities, and Social

Sciences-

This work in developing modules for such competency training 0111 be on-
.

going, and can be facilitated by the input of University College and Arts and

Science faculty who share the methOdologfeS,of their field, and lend their'

thought to 1) sequenced competency development, and 2) Criterion-referenced

test construction.

Research and Development at the Developmental Education Center
. .

Viewing human activity in the academic world (and' in the everyday environ-

pent) in terms of abilities-procedures-skills is a relatively new perspective.

Few measures exist for skills in the full range of academic and environmental

-performance, mainly because the combinations of abilities which make up the

procedures for coping ip the world are too complex for solely paper and pencil

testing..

While much work has been done in the identification of skills, their levels,

and their measurement in individual performance from the cognitive domain through

the psycho -motor domain, much remains to be done. SKills of human performance
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are in effect, infinite, as anyone can see who reflects on the moments of

his everyday performance. Each moment of intentional action-balances the six

human ability domains in a cohesive act., Each cohesive act makes up a

sequence which may be seen as a measurable procedure if it can be adequately

Identified. I

The ultimate goal of developmental education is not to create a-battery -

of tests and measurements which define and track every human ability in

action, but rather to teach students-how to define, identify, and assess

the skills which make up their own activities, and use this knowledge to support

a strong, flexible, and functionally useful identity.

Thus, the activity qt' the Developmental Education Center will include

several programs in research and development:

1 - Defining competencies in the academic disciplines

2 - Developing tests and measures which permit the tracking of skill

development

3 - Developing modules for sequenced skill learning in academic disciplines

4 - Enabling students to develop personal skill profiles which enhance

individual skill identification and an individuation supported by

personal definition (responsibly informed by existing measures).

Tracking Individuation with Cognitive Style Mapping

The uniqueness of a person, and the belief (which we dedicate ourselves

to document) that skill actualization is the best evidence of this uniqueness,

Dor,

are fundamental principles in the DevSlopmental Education Center program.

Cognitive style mapping in several. dimensions will provide us with individual

skill profiles which indicate the unique path Ofanclimiduation. Such dimensions

'WA
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of cognitive style mapping as personal communication-response patterns in group

discussions, personal preference patterns for research methods and

verbal articulation patterns in both the,written and oral detenstration of

facts and ideas on an individual level, will enable counselprp to help

students with the fleshing out of an identity profile based on skill development.

Individuation founded upon skill, development where the person can track

their own self-actualization in terms of many skills and skill clusters can

be viewed as the individuality of the future. Cognitive style mapping is a

concept which can provide a student with the principles and means whereby

personal identity can be responsibly kept informed and avSilable,for guiding

life Choice in a scientific manner.

The metaphorical promises of inaividuation offered to our Culture by

the romantic generation of Jung, Hesse, and Miller can be realized now

in terms of a concrete assessment of demonstrated andideilenstratable abilities -

procedures-skills.

Efficiency and Productivity

Efficiency refers to the effectiveness uc tional sequence;

an efficient_sequence allows the student to ach eve theeluca on;1 goal more

quickly_than is possible with an inefficient sequence. Traditionally, efficienCy

is often thought of as a function of the student-teacher ratio; in suave' -

context, the ideally efficient situation Is a tutorial one teacher-one Student,

relationship. Whether, in fact, such a situation is ideal for all educational

goals is a valid subject for' empirical study.
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Productivity refers to the use of resources in the program as a whole;

a productive progralis one which, with a given amount of resources (people,

money, time, etc.),enables a larger number of students to achieve their

educational goals than is poisiple with a leis productive program. Traditionally,

especially with those viewing education with an industrial model,produCtivity

is a function'of the number of students taught by a single teacher; in thii

context, produCtive education is festered by large class size, the use of

audio-visual substitutes ,(e.g. video-taped lectures), etc.

Often', in narrow traditional terms, efficiency and productivity are

seen as mutually incoMpatable.

The Developmental Education Center should hold both efficient and

-productive education as goals, and.not see them as incompatible. It-should

strive for efficiency be selecting the best method with whichTtocreach each

educational objective (and not by assuming, in. advance, that the tutorial or

t -s

small group situation is ideal)r and for productivity by )stressing the develop-

pent of replicable modules (which can be reused with a minimal strain on

resources) and by stressing the careful diagnosis of educational needs, so

that students with common problems can be grouped (if group instruction is

.41

.the most efficient method) in order to provide individually for their needs

in a group setting.

Th, use of tutorial. settings deserves special discussion. There are,

undoObtedly, situations in which the -tutorial is not simply the most efficient

method, but the only method; this is especially true onAthe advanced level

for students pursuing independent study., However,-tutorial settings, especially
AP

on more,basic levels, are often simply makeshift solutions for dealing with

problems that can be more efficiently and more productively handled in other .
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ways. The teacher in many tutorial situations-must perform two functions
,

simultaneously: diagnosis of the educational problem, and solution (both

selecting the means to teach the student, and doing the actual teaching).

Having several tutors doing thiesimultanedusly is unproductive: better to

establish a means of diagnosis, and invest the valuable time of a pz4lIfessional

teacher in. developing specific modules which can be prescribed for all students

with a recurrent need. With widespread recurrent needs, especially on,the,'

baiic level, the Developmental Education Center should favor the diagnosis-

prescription approach over the tutorial; professional time can be better

invested in the development of learning packages than in a haphazard non-:

developmental approach.
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